U of Nebraska Engineers Continue Work on Groundbreaking Solar Energy Study
Aug. 24, 2015: Lincoln, Nebraska – 	The same substance that keeps food from sticking to a pan could be the answer to making solar energy more affordable.
The power of the sun allows plants to grow, provides warmth, and adds color to our lives.  Solar energy, however, is a bit costly.  "The public power districts weren't interested in doing solar, because it's more expensive," said Ken Winston, of the Nebraska Sierra Club.
Solar energy currently costs 3 times more than coal production, twice as much as natural gas, and 75% more than wind.  That could soon change, though, because of an idea that involves non-stick agents.  Mechanical engineers at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln believe using the non-stick agent can produce organic solar cells that are not only 50% more efficient, but also drastically reduce the cost to make them.
"Hopefully we can reduce the price of solar energy by 10 times and everyone can afford it," UNL mechanical engineering professor, and lead researcher, Jinsong Huang said.
By coating the surface with a non-wetting agent, the polcycrytaline [polycrystalline?] cells grow, bead up and slide around, like water drops.  "So the material can run and eventually merge into big crystals," Huang said.  The bigger the crystals, the more power they put out.  Researchers have already proved it works on a smaller scale.  They published their research in a national journal.  "Eventually we want to scale that up," Huang said.
The research could shine a light for folks trying to promote more solar energy.  "That would be a really big deal, that would mean more a lot more people would want to get into solar energy," Winston said.
Using the non-stick agent could also lead to improvements for other technologies, like faster transistors and more sensitive photodetectors.  The research is promising and received over $3 million in national grants.  "Not only low-cost energy, but clean energy that [makes] the world sustainable," Huang said.
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